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 This research explores the culture and accounting, particularly strengthening the 
Auditor Ethics with Bugis Culture Value in Phenomenology Perspective at Makassar 

City. The study problems formulation is how Bugis culture strengthens the auditor’s 

ethics in Makassar City. The aims of this research is to produce a local guide of public 
accounting profession and does not bind to improve the professional ethics of public 

accountants in Makassar City, "as the ethics code of Bugis auditors". It also addresses 

the problems that have been not resolved. The rules stiffness in SPAP cannot address 
the problems in auditor world. Data analysis method is phenomenological approach. 

Researchers try to understand the meaning of events and linkages with ordinary people 

in certain situations. Phenomenology does not assume that researchers do not know the 
meaning of things for people who are being investigated by their phenomenological. 

Inquiry begins with silence. Silence is the act to uncover the sense of something being 

emphasized by research. Phenomenological school concerns to subjective aspect of 
people behavior. They try to get into the conceptual world of subjects studied to 

understand what and how an understanding was developed by those around events in 

their everyday lives. The study findings show the new formulation of auditor’s ethics 
code. Researchers say it as ethical auditor of Bugis ethnics. This is a local formulation 

and does not conflict with professional standards of public accountants (SPAP) or the 

auditor’s ethics code. It has a similarity with code of conduct; Bugis culture systems 
also have a different value from the auditor’s ethics code. Researchers see that ada 

tongeng values (truth), warani (courage), and reso (effort) is very important for auditor 

independence in issuing an opinion on audit report. These values show significant 
effects on auditor independence to issue an opinion on audit report.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background: 

Accounting is a social sciences and also practice that absolutely cannot be separated from culture. Networks 

and relationships of the culture have changed the behavior in accounting practices and participation in an 

accounting theory that referred as an important instrument in business world (the language of business) 

(Harahap, 2013). 

Consistent with above view, Tricker (1978; 8) see accounting as a son of a culture where accounting come. 

In other words, the accounting as a science and practice is created through complex social interactions (Morgan, 

1988). If the environment that created these accounting is the cultural environment, development of accounting 

as a science and practice will in breathe the region culture. 

Accounting is likened to a double-edged sword. On one hand, it created by accounting environment 

(socially constructed) and the other side to create the environment (socially constructing). This also ensures that 
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accounting is not a form of knowledge and practices that are free from value (value free), but instead the 

accounting is a discipline and practice laden and full of values. 

The accounting profession equal with other professions such as medicine, law and engineering. It is a 

profession that is closely related to ethical issues. Survey in United States by O'Clock and Okleshen (1993) 

found that accounting profession is regarded as one of most ethical profession. The attractive views was 

expressed by (O'Hanlon, 1994) which found public accounting profession has become commercialized. Most 

studies show that professional accounting agency actions often follow a desire to defend the interests of their 

members, clients, or the professional elite, not to concern to public interest. 

Various phenomena of ethics violation in accounting profession, the peak is Enron Corporation case, is 

caused by integrity loss of accounting. Ethics violation to meet the greed of managers, consultants and 

accountants make one big accounting firm of Arthur Andersen was forced to disband and impacting to the loss 

of public confidence in the profession. Enron case has extremely negative impact on accounting profession. The 

public confidence in accounting profession comes to lowest point. It makes the public confidence to accounting 

profession is lost and difficult to rebuild. 

Based on these descriptions, researchers are interested to explore the culture and accounting, particularly 

Strengthening the Auditor Ethics with Bugis Culture Value in Phenomenology Perspective at Makassar. 

 

B. Issue Highlights: 

Based on above background, the central issue is how to strengthen the ethical culture of Bugis auditor at 

Makassar? 

 

C. Research Objective: 

Based on problem formulation, the aims of this research is to produce a local guide of public accounting 

profession and does not bind to improve the professional ethics of public accountants in Makassar City, "as the 

ethics code of Bugis auditors". It also addresses the problems that have been not resolved. The rules stiffness in 

SPAP cannot address the problems in auditor world. 

 

Research Methods: 

A. Location and Time Research: 

This research was conducted at Makassar City. The research duration is from January to June 2016. 

 

B. Data Collection Method: 

Data is collected by interview. Data is collected by researchers directly by visiting the KAP office in 

Makassar. In-depth interview is done to any auditor who has the Bugis ethnic backgrounds. 

 

C. Types and Sources of Data: 

The types and sources of data that relevant to research on analysis of Bugis culture in strengthening audit 

ethics is qualitative data. Qualitative data is obtained directly from observations and interviews with auditors 

involved in this research. The data is explanations of Bugis Auditor for the Bugis culture in strengthening the 

auditor’s ethics. 

 

D. Analysis Method: 

Data analysis method used is phenomenological approach. Researchers try to understand meaning of events 

and linkages with ordinary people in certain situations. 

Phenomenology does not assume that researchers do not know the meaning of things for people who are 

being investigated by their phenomenological. Phenomenology does not assume that researchers do not know 

the meaning of things for people who are being investigated by their phenomenological. Inquiry begins with 

silence. Silence is the act to uncover the sense of something being emphasized by research. Phenomenological 

school concerns to subjective aspect of people behavior. They try to get into the conceptual world of subjects 

studied to understand what and how an understanding was developed by those around events in their everyday 

lives. 

 

Theory Study And Research Findings: 

Researchers interview several auditors with Bugis background as the focus of research. These data cannot 

represent the entire population of Makassar City auditors. But at least from the interview, researcher can give 

the conclusion of problems complexity faced by an auditor. It ranges from technical issues to the problems that 

inconsistent with ethics code of public accountants. The technical issues are follows. First is the financial 

statements were incomplete. Second is the evidence and documents does not support. Third is the trouble to 

cooperate with company. Forth is accountant competence from clients firm are not updated so that financial 

statements are not in accordance with recent regulations, so that auditor's presence sometimes become assistant 
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to help the preparation of financial statements. Fifth is the experience and age also affecting the auditor in 

auditing. 

In addition, there are also issues that have a direct integration with ethics code of public accountants. First is 

the pressure from the audited party who wants the audit report are free from errors or unqualified. Second are 

auditors received threats from clients for undesired audit report, as auditor experience in Papua. Third is the 

auditor competency issue amid the progress of business transactions. Forth is promise to be given prize for 

doing fraud at client company. Fifth is in addition to an independent agency at business area, it is important to 

maintain client loyalty. Sixth is the more deftly clients to conceal the fraud. Seventh is their emotional 

relationship between the auditor with client being audited, it has the potential to conspire or entering into 

agreements that violate the ethics code of public accountants. 

Researchers see a lot of problems as obstacle for an auditor to audit the company. It is started from the 

technical issues and problems of potential violations foe the code of conduct. This is the challenge faced by an 

auditor. Auditor should require to continuously deepening their knowledge in field of expertise. In addition, 

personal responsibility of each auditor is also the responsibility of their institution. In terms of competence, not 

only institutions that have the responsibility to improve the competence of auditors, but the consciousness of 

each auditor are also expected. Researchers believe that institutions should increase the competence of auditors. 

It is because not all auditors can attend the training, but the training undertaken by institution itself. 

The efforts undertaken can be explained as follows. First, the training which is internal, special for auditors. 

It is known as training in their self offices. Second, training sessions is done at national level by Indonesian 

accountants union and Indonesia public accountants union. This national-level training can only be attended by 

representatives from every public accounting firms. The representative is expected to present what he can in 

training. But according to researcher, the training is not sufficient to support the competence of an auditor. 

Developments and progress of business transactions are very rapid with development of information technology. 

Therefore, it is very important for each auditor to explore their own knowledge of their interest to increase their 

competence. Not only rely on formal training, many auditors actually increase their competence by self learning 

via the latest literature. 

Competence is not enough to overcome the various problems faced by auditors. The central issue is how an 

auditor can uphold the ethics code of public accountants in conducting the audit, although competence is one 

part of ethics code of public accountants. In addition to competence, ethical code such as integrity, objectivity, 

and professionalism of auditors become decisive in deciding the audit report duty. These factors could affect the 

ethics code of public accountants in conducting the audit. It makes the ethics code of public accountants is very 

important for every auditor. In addition to the code of conduct itself, auditors already contained in standard of 

professional accountants public and become the conditions and rules that must be adhered to by auditors. 

Auditors should become independent. It means that nothing can affect the results of their audit, such as 

manipulation of audit report, pressure by client, prize promise, or even a threat. The ethics code should makes 

auditors to be professional in conducting the audit. Interviews results show that ethics code of public 

accountants is not enough to influence and shape the psychology and auditor’s ethics. There are external factors 

that influence it, as 1. religious teachings, 2. Cultures, 3. Family environment, 4. Education, 5. Alma mater and 

others. For example, religious teachings on auditor ethics values such as honesty, consistency, objectivity, 

responsibility, independence, and professionalism are also provided. Not only is within their culture, Bugis 

auditors have concern to values of honesty, consistency, competence, professional and truth. 

Honest is called “lempu" in Bugis language. The lempu is equal to straight as opposite crooked. Sometimes 

it can mean sincere, true, good, or fair. The opposite words are deceitful, cheating, lying, treasonous, bad, deceit, 

oppression and others. 

Consistent is called getteng in Bugis language. In addition, this word also means there is still hope or any 

faith, or strong and steadfast in establishment, tightly to hold something. Similarly, values of honesty, 

competence, and professional are tied to a positive meaning. This was stated by Tociung that four actions 

consistent value are: (a) did not break a promise, (b) does not betray the agreement, (c) does not annul the 

decision, and (d) do not stop the talking until completed. 

Competence is called amaccang in Bugis language. It is consistent with understanding shared by SH Alatas 

when he discusses the state of thoughts that grow in society. According to him, the intellectual is a person who 

thinks about ideas and issues of non-material by his wits capabilities. Knowledge of a specific problem or have a 

college degree does not become intellectual person although this applies simultaneously. Many people do not 

use the college degree, including the professor who does not seek to develop their scientific field or trying to 

find solutions to specific problems that arise in field. Conversely, people who have no academic qualifications 

can do it when he uses the power of intellect thought and have sufficient knowledge about the problems 

observed. 

Professionalism is called asitinajang in Bugis language. It is derived from tinaja means suitable, 

appropriate or proper or. Lontara said "Occupy your position, stay where you live". Ade' wari' (custom-

distinction) essentially is a set everything in place. Taking something from its place and put things in place is 
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include as mappasitinaja action. Damaging this order is injustice. Liabilities consecrated to obtain rights are a 

worthy treatment. Many or a little is not disputed by sitinaja. Take a little if it is good and reject the lot if it 

brings destruction. 

Truth is called ada tongengg in Bugis language. It means sure to say the right thing, not hypocritical. The 

words are same with the deeds (ada na gau). Ada tongeng crate courage in decision making. They fought beliefs 

about truth or stand. It is called warani in Bugis language. 

Researchers found that these values strongly affect the formation of auditor’s ethics. As explained earlier, 

formation of a person's ethics has a long process. It is started from the family environment. Researchers believe 

that family environment taught has integration with values of local culture, despite the role of religious 

teachings. Bugis society upholds their culture. Customs (penganderan) is used as a way of life for them. Mg 

(1994) said that the values of religion and culture in Bugis have integration with each other, so both have 

similarities. These values are imparted to them by family from an early age and reinforce each other between 

local cultural values with value of ethics code of public accountants. 

Researches interview 12 respondents. The findings show that Bugis cultural has very significant role in 

establishing and strengthening the auditor’s ethics. According Amiruddin, basic science is critical in 

strengthening the auditor’s ethics, because the formation of ethics is not just simply by a rule, character is 

created through habituation-conditioning. Habituation requires quite a long time to stick and become a character 

for others. Researchers conclude from interview data that role of culture in strengthening the ethics of Bugis 

auditor is very significant. 

 

Siri’ ethics in Bugis Culture: 

Ethics position in life is something that is very complex. They live their lives in every human being and 

never are separated from ethics, particularly in relationship between human beings. Ethics is the science of what 

is good, what is bad and about the right and moral obligation. In addition to in everyday life, ethics role in work 

world is needed. Given the working world there are a lot of people interacting in realizing what is their goal, 

either in an institution or individually. This interaction process need ethical role. The ethics role in process of 

interaction between human beings is not expected to occur friction that can lead to conflict. Ethics is divided in 

two: Descriptive and Normative Ethics. Descriptive ethics examines critically and rationally about the human 

attitudes and behavior and what is pursued by everyone in his life as the value. Descriptive ethics talk about the 

fact as it is. Meanwhile, normative ethics define the attitudes and behavior of ideal and should be owned by 

people or what it should be run by humans and what action is valuable in life. 

According to K. Bertens: Ethics is and moral norms values to regulate a person or group behavior. It is an 

understanding of ethics in general life. Ethics in work world is knowledge about the correct behavior in a 

profession (According Ramali and Pamuncak). Ethics are the values and norms that govern human behavior. 

This means that ethics is strongly influenced by culture and environment in which the human live. Culture is a 

set of habits that are communicated continuously from generation to generation. So it becomes a grip in certain 

communities behavior. Culture system is a collection of ideas and people who live in society. These ideas are 

intertwined each other to create the customs. Not only there, cultural system will change into a social system 

that will create a pattern of behavior in society. This is called the ethical framework, as shown in figure 1 below.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: The conceptual framework of ethics in culture (analysis results by researchers) 

 

This come to conclusion that human ethics is linked closely to the culture value where humans live. This is 

consistent with Sarwono (2014) that one of factors that are believed to affect the physiological processes that 
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culture are owned by individual. Humans cannot be removed from the culture. By recognizing culture as the 

context in which humans behave, we can we can get a clearer picture of people and things that are the 

background for emergence of such behavior in humans. 

There is agreement between theories advanced by Sarwono with results of interviews with Mr. Amiruddin 

that ethics is created not only by rules, but there are several affecting factors as local culture (Bugis). Building a 

character is not easy. It requires time and habituation-conditioning, so the character is inherent in human beings. 

Abas said that actual value is determined by an auditor himself. It is also strongly influenced by ethnics and 

races where they came from. Rustam said that Bugis culture significantly affect the auditor's ethics code, 

because value that instilled by parents was started from kid. This reinforces the ethics when he became an 

auditor. Hajar said that environmental ethics affects someone. 

Edi Susanto said that ethics is determined by character of a person's innate from birth. A person's character 

is created from in womb until now. Of course, it is also determined by their culture and environment. Saifan 

suggest that difficult to establish ethical person only through a rule. According to Muhammad Nur, morale is 

influenced by environment. Because the moral is a process and inherent in human beings. According to Abd. 

Samad Mus, culture is instrumental in planting the ethical value, since it is a custom in my hometown 

In connection with this, researchers conclude that a long process is needed to create ethics or behavior. It 

starts from the family environment. Researchers also believe that what is taught in family or wider society in 

which human beings live has a very significant influence to create human ethics. Bugis culture has some cultural 

values that have become a social system prevailing in society and serve as the rules and norms and guidelines of 

public life behavior. 

That value was spread wide and inherent in Bugis society up to the work world, especially the auditor. 

Researchers interview with some auditor Bugis show that their ethics code have compatibility with values of 

Bugis culture. The values are Siri’ , lempu, getteng, amac’cang, asitinajang, ada tongengg, warani, and reso. 

Bugis society exploration has shown that Manurung myth have revealed some value to create Bugis culture. 

These values are created by their ancestors as the foundation stone of society and Bugis culture. It is transferred 

down through the generations from one generation to the next. In an attempt to pass it, they advise or order it. 

Advice and bettors were contained in lontara-lontara called "pappanngaja " and "paseng". In addition to the 

two types, stretcher is also a major source of value, called "uluada", the contents of this uluada includes paseng. 

Pappanngaja is something admonished. Sometimes it is an expression of wisdom words and a story. All the 

attitudes and behavior are promoted, giving the impression of praiseworthy and noble. The story is about good, 

true and like, always excel and win. Pappanngaja was spoken by parents to children or grandchildren, by 

teacher to the student, by a brother to his sister, by husband to his wife. But not infrequently, king himself is 

asking advised, so pappanngaja actually should to remember. Although pappanngaja is neutral, but if it does 

then the person who did it hit a bad result, he will feel himself, who in Bugis "ripaci 'da”, which means feel 

your own transgressions. 

Paseng means legacy stake. It concern to necessity and abstinence. People who maintain paseng will 

always be respected in society. Conversely, those who do not heed will bear the most severe social sanctions. 

His name was tainted and social position becomes so low that it was difficult to regain his good name. These 

values come into social systems (customs) in Bugis society. Customs in Bugis is a concept of legal awareness, 

foundation of ethical, moral and philosophy in Bugis-Makassar society that considered sacred. The sacred make 

every effort must be maintained. 

Siri’ is one important value in Bugis society culture system that phenomenally this value has colored the 

countries ethnic culture in society. The value of Siri’ can be found in Bugis and also on in Mandar and Toraja 

society. Siri’ as a system value that change into a cultural system and become spirit of South Sulawesi culture. 

Here the concept of Siri’ in Bugis culture system.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The conceptual framework of ethics Siri’ in Bugis culture (analysis results by researchers) 
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Interview with Mr. Amiruddin explains that Siri’ or shame / pride, divided into two meanings, for inside 

and outside. It is not easily influenced by something that can degrade the dignity as auditor. Same with Mr. 

Amiruddin, Mr. Rustam said that Siri’ is defined as a positive shame because it was not for negative. 

Mr. Mansyur Sain interpret Siri’ as a gesture of dignity. Siri’ is created because of nature of integrity, 

dignity and moral. According Saifan, Siri’ means ashamed when lie, we are ashamed when we take the rights of 

others. 

According to Muhammad Nur as a junior auditor, that value of Siri’ na pacce contained some properties 

such as the auditors ethics code of honesty, consistent, professional. When violating, it is called Siri’. This value 

inherent in Makassar since invested from kids. 

Cultural expert scholars and figure of South Sulawesi (Hamid, 2003) says that Siri’ it is the mood in 

society, a value system of attitudes, acts to stabilize the feelings and motivations to create the regularities of 

action. Farid (2008) as the South Sulawesi cultural experts also said that Siri’ is a system of socio-cultural 

values and personality as defense institutions of self-esteem and human dignity as individuals and members of 

society. Further understanding of Siri’ is stated by Mattulada (1995) which has said that Siri’ is life view to 

maintain dignity of person, another person, or group, especially the state. Indonesia Big Dictionary define Siri’ 

as a cultural value system of personality which is the institution at level of self-respect and human dignity as 

individual and society in Bugis. 

Researchers conclude from several meanings Siri’ above that existing theories of Siri’ is still consistent 

with application of Siri’ concept in work world, especially in audit profession. Although the notions of Siri’ is 

differ in their views, but do not change the substance of Siri’ . Concept of Siri’ is a culture system contained in 

Bugis. Siri’ is also a universal value which is created by some value to produce a concept of Siri’ with positive 

meaning. Siri’ in concept of auditor ethics are follows: 

1. Lempu(integrity) 

2. Getteng (Objectivity) 

3. Ada tongengg (truth) 

4. Amac’cang (competence) 

5. Asitinajang (professional) 

6. Warani (courage) 

7. Reso (business) 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Conceptual Framework of Siri’ culture system in Bugis culture (analysis results of researchers). 

 

A. Lempu(integrity): 

"Integrity" is called lempu’ in Bugis language. Lempu’ is straight and the opposite is crooked. Interviews 

with Mr. Amiruddin shows that Lempu or honesty convey facts truthfully, what is obtained role in audit reports, 

did not hide anything, and publicly express a fact, not fraud. Consistent with Mr. Amiruddin, Mr. Rustam said 

that Lempu is same as honesty to say something although it is a bitter truth. Report is accordance with facts and 

reality. While Mr. Mansyur Sain interpret Lempu as something according to your heart. 
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Based on existing theory (Rahim, 1984), , "integrity" is called lempu’ in Bugis language, lambusu in 

Makassar language. Lempu’ is equal straight and the opposite is crooked. From various contexts, sometimes it 

means sincere, true, good, or fair. The opposite words are deceitful, cheating, lying, treasonous, bad,  

oppression, and others. Dictionary big Indonesian define integrity means quality, nature, or the circumstances 

that indicate that unity intact so that it has the potential and ability to show authority, honesty. While honesty is 

honest in nature; sincerity (heart) , straightness (heart). 

Based on theory and results of interviews, researchers conclude that lempu, integrity of auditors ethics code 

and existing theories have a common. Value honesty (lempu) in auditors ethics is necessary, given the number 

of parties who have an interest in audit report. When an auditor report the audit report honestly, it will positively 

affect on social progress of country and world. 

The responsibility is depend on each auditor. For Bugis auditor, lempu value is a philosophy that must be 

upheld in life. This value passed down from generation to generation. This value strongly embedded to them. 

Therefore, auditors ethics code (integrity) and cultural values (lempu) in Bugis affect each other and strengthen 

the auditors ethics, especially those who have a Bugis background. 

 

B. Getteng (objectivity): 

Objectivity is called getteng in Bugis language with the meaning of consistent. Interviews with Mr. 

Amiruddin shows that Getteng or consistent is not be influenced by any party when assessing the scientific basis 

owned, not change the assessment of justifications that are not based on facts, not affected by top interference 

and defending the opinions. 

Rustam said that Getteng is consistent with what has been decided and convince to the truth of what we 

have been teaching. Getting accounting is consistent in accounting treatment and assessment. When inconsistent 

consequently will be considered as hypocritical and declining confidence in others. Mr. Mansyur Sain said that 

Getteng is to interpret behavior in accordance with rules and regulations. Getteng in accounting is consistent 

with the method of financial statements preparation. 

Rahim (1984) defines objectivity as getteng in Bugis language, gattang in Makassar language. In addition 

to consistent meaning, even this word means full of hope or loyal to beliefs or strong and steadfast in 

establishment, tightly holding something. Similarly, values of honesty, competence, professional and objectivity 

are tied to a positive meaning. Tociung states that four actions of consistent value: (a) did not break a promise, 

(b) does not betray the agreement, (c) does not annul the decision, and (d) if the talking and work will not stop 

until completed. 

Based on theory and results of interviews, researchers conclude that getteng, consistent, objective and 

independent in auditors ethics code and existing theories are common. In Bugis language, getteng is what nature 

of maintaining one's beliefs and those beliefs are not odds with truth. Auditor world also need to determine the 

nature and decisions on audit report. An auditor must be objective and independent in issuing the audit report. 

Auditor does not influenced by outsiders who can change the outcome of audit. Consistent in Bugis ethnic has 

been implanted through customs (cultural system). These values influence and strengthen the auditors ethics, 

especially those who have a Bugis background. 

 

C. Ada tongengg (truth): 

Truth is called ada tongengg in Bugis language. Ada tongeng means sure to say the right thing. Interviews 

with Mr. Amiruddin shows that ada tongeng or truth is the accumulation of attitude honesty and consistent, 

something that statement can be accounted to have a clear and definite source, not guessing, not manipulating 

the facts. 

 Rustam said that ada tongeng same with truth in relation to the independence, consistent, and honesty. 

Right is said when right and wrong when wrong. Mr. Mansyur Sain interpret ada tongengg is an action in 

accordance with conscience, provisions, customs prevailing in society, which are generally recognized truth. 

Theory and results of interviews can be concluded that there are two key properties that make up the ada 

tongengg (truth). Both of these properties are lempu (integrity), and getteng (consistent). Only by upholding 

honesty and maintain it consistently, without being influenced by others to change what has been decided, the 

truth can be established. 

 

D. Amac’cang: 

Competence is called amac’cang in Bugis language or Kacaraddekeng in Makassar language. It means 

intellectuals belief and scholars. Interviews with Mr. Amiruddin shows that Amac’cang or intelligence must be 

careful. Amac’cang in this case is not only smarter than the intellectual side, but have emotional intelligence, 

good at reading the situation and condition, smart to read environment / personality / and background of object 

being audited. 
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Rustam said that Amaccang is learning of competence. Amaccang is always demanding education either 

formal or non-formal and constantly hone their expertise. Mr. Mansyur Sain interpret Amaccang as working 

with their skills and experience. 

According to the auditors ethics code (SPAP, 2011), the principle of competence and attitude of care and 

professional prudence requires every practitioner to do two thing. First is maintaining the professional 

knowledge and skills required to ensure the provision of competent professional services to clients or 

employers. Second is to use the professional skills carefully in accordance with professional standards and code 

of professional conduct applicable in providing professional services. 

Intelligence can bring a person to distinguish between what is good and bad. It is consistent with 

understanding shared by SH Alatas when he discusses the state of thoughts that grow in society. According to 

him, the intellectual is a person who thinks about ideas and issues non-material by using his wits capabilities. 

Knowledge of a specific problem or have a college degree does not become intellectual person although this 

applies simultaneously. Many people do not use the college degree, including the professor who does not seek to 

develop their scientific field or trying to find solutions to specific problems that arise in field. Conversely, 

people who have no academic qualifications can do it when he uses the power of intellect thought and have 

sufficient knowledge about the problems observed. 

Based on theory and results of interviews, researchers conclude that amac’cang value is the level of values 

inherent in Bugis culture system. This value is highly prioritized, because the value is a prerequisite to increase 

the social status in society. They will feel embarrassed when the child is stupid. On this basis, amac’cang very 

emphasized in Bugis. Amac’cang does not only mean smart, but intellectual and scientist. Auditors an always 

deepen the scientific fields owned and provide contribution on problems arising in field of expertise. Between 

culture -amac’cang, competent, intelligent, and scholars in auditors ethics code and existing theories have in 

common. Because of its similarity so that they affect each other and strengthen the auditors ethics, especially 

those who have a Bugis background. 

 

E. Asitinajang: 

Professionals is called asitinajang in Bugis language. It comes from tinaja. The means is suitable, 

appropriate, proper or improper. Value propriety is closely related to the value of physical ability (makamaka) 

and spiritual. Delivery or receiving something, whether a mandate or task, must be based on decency and ability. 

Interviews of Mr. Amiruddin shows said that Asitinajang or professional is to report findings rightly, but 

should be based on expertise and resources they have. There is a scientific basis in issuing the opinion. The 

assessment cannot be done with feelings, it must be based on scientific background. 

Rustam said that Asitinajang is same as professionals in associated with competence and expertise on field. 

For example, what consumers need must be fulfilled in accordance with professionalism that we have. While 

Mr. Mansyur Sain interpret Asitinajang as working in accordance with competence and expertise and its 

resources. 

Based on auditors ethics code (SPAP 2011), principles of professional behavior requires every practitioner 

to comply with any applicable laws and regulations, and avoid any actions that may discredit the profession. 

This includes any action that could lead to the creation of a negative conclusion by third parties that rational and 

have knowledge of all the relevant information, which can decrease the reputation of profession. 

In marketing and promoting themselves and their work, every practitioner should not demean the 

profession. Each practitioner must be honest and must not behave or act as follows: a) Making exaggerate 

statement regarding to professional services provided, qualification obtained, and experience that has been 

obtained or; b) Make disparaging statements or perform comparison unsupported evidence of work of other 

practitioners. 

Rahim 1984 explains professionalism as a translation of asitinajang. The word is derived from tinaja means 

suitable, appropriate, proper or improper. Lontara said: "Occupy your position, where you live". Ade 'wari' 

(custom-distinction) essentially set everything in place. Taking something from its place and put things in place, 

including acts mappasi tinaja. Damaging this order is injustice. Liabilities obtain equivalent rights is a worthy 

treatment. A lot or a little is not disputed by sitinaja. Take a little bit if it is for good and reject the lot if the lot it 

brings destruction. 

Lataddampare Puang ri Maggalatung (grandson of king Palakka) (1498-1528) had repeatedly rejected the 

offers of Indigenous people to be appointed as Arung Matoa Wajo for propriety's value. An attempt to 

understand business and Bugis traders should be managed professionally, among others with running a business 

or place the employee in accordance with his expertise. Mappasitinaja comes from the word sitinaja meaning 

worthy, proper or improper. Mappasitinaja means saying or doing inappropriate or treat people fairly. 

The definition of fairness expressed by scholars Luwu is cited by Ambo Enre (1992) as follows. (Placed in 

West is placed in East in East, states South are South, is placed on top of above, placed under that below). 

Based on theory and results of interviews, researcher conclude that, asitinajang cultural, professional, and 

propriety in auditors ethics code and existing theories have in common. Asitinajang in Bugis culture is a value to 
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oblige Bugis society in order to behave in a reasonable looking at things, treat people good, too professional in 

their work. This means that in doing the work should be in accordance with expertise and resources they have, 

because it can result in failure of what was done. 

 

F. Warani: 

Courage is called warani in Bugis language or Barani in Makassar language. This word means courage with 

compassion. Interviews with Mr. Amiruddin shows that Warani or courage is the attitude to express a 

professional manner on a matter, daring to say something to minimize the risk. 

Rustam said that Warani same as courage to take decisions based on truth accompanied with less evidence 

and facts, not fear or retreat when it is already believed to be true, dare to take risks without ruling out the 

calculations and considerations with mature, brave and true. While Mr. Mansyur Sain interpret Warani as 

character or attitude from truth and courage to face all the challenges and risks. 

Based on definition of Kajaolaliddong, courage must be accompanied by compassion (awariningeng 

nasibawangi nyamekkininnawa). Kajaolaliddong assume that love of fellow human beings is part of sipakatau 

principle (mutual respect for fellow human beings) to create the courage, because without compassion, courage 

is consequences of bestiality (olok-kolok). The main courage is the courage to fight the beast within oneself. 

According to the research, courage is needed in decision-making and determination of audit report. 

Sometimes there are several factors to affect the determination of audit report. The example is interference from 

third parties, which have a stake in outcome of audit, also the influence of outside parties that could affect 

auditor independence. 

 

G. Reso: 

Rustam said that Reso or effort is trying to do the best to achieve the desired targets. Bugis language 

interprets reso as reso temmangingngi pa na molomo naletei pammase dewtae (just trying earnestly the God's 

grace will come). Mr. Mansyur Sain interprets Reso as activity and morale. 

In Lontara Rindu (Mappangewa, 2012) explains that the value of effort (reso) is hard work and 

perseverance of Bugis society, especially those depicted in Lontara Rindu novel. The nature of Bugis society 

which makes them stubborn and unyielding spirit in their strive to do all that in perseverance, workhard with 

perseverance can realize the ideals. It is revealed in reso (effort) in Bugis term. 

Based on results of study, researchers conclude that reso value  in Bugis culture is needed in audit 

profession. Given the complexity of getting ahead in business transactions, followed by an increase in fraud by 

parties who are not responsible to cover deviations related to financial reporting. Reso or hard work in 

uncovering the irregularities is most needed by auditors. They work energetically, without despair to explore 

and strengthen the audit evidence in order to produce a correct decision and in accordance with the fact. This is 

central value of Bugis, as way of life that full of obstacles. Reso in Bugis already invested by each parent to their 

children, do not depend on others, can live independently in their lives. That's why this value is so strong 

inherent in Bugis society. From the interviews, that this value is very significant to affect and strengthening the 

establishment of auditor Bugis in working with passion and never desperate to produce a complete audit report, 

accompanied by strong evidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Framework of Auditor ethics in Bugis ethnic (Researcher analysis) 
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Discussion: 

A. Auditor ethic in Bugis ethnic:  

Bugis society exploration has shown that Manurung myth have revealed some value to create Bugis culture. 

These values are created by their ancestors as the foundation stone of society and Bugis culture. It is transferred 

down through the generations from one generation to the next. In an attempt to pass it, they advise or order it. 

Advice and bettors were contained in lontara-lontara called "pappanngaja " and "paseng". In addition to the 

two types, stretcher is also a major source of value, called "uluada", the contents of this uluada includes paseng. 

Pappanngaja is something admonished. Sometimes it is an expression of wisdom words and a story. All the 

attitudes and behavior are promoted, giving the impression of praiseworthy and noble. The story is about good, 

true and like, always excel and win. Pappanngaja was spoken by parents to children or grandchildren, by 

teacher to the student, by a brother to his sister, by husband to his wife. But not infrequently, king himself is 

asking advised, so pappanngaja actually should to remember. Although pappanngaja is neutral, but if it does 

then the person who did it hit a bad result, he will feel himself, who in Bugis "ripaci 'da”, which means feel 

your own transgressions. 

Paseng means legacy stake. It concern to necessity and abstinence. People who maintain paseng will 

always be respected in society. Conversely, those who do not heed will bear the most severe social sanctions. 

His name was tainted and social position becomes so low that it was difficult to regain his good name. 

 

B. Social Systems (customs): 

Customs in Bugis is a concept of legal awareness, foundation of ethical, moral and philosophy in Bugis-

Makassar society and considered sacred. The sacred makes every effort must be maintained. The values 

contained in social system (customs) of Bugis can be explained below. 

 

1. Lempu (integrity): 

integrity of auditors ethics code and existing theories have a common. Value honesty (lempu) in auditors 

ethics is necessary, given the number of parties who have an interest in audit report. When an auditor report the 

audit report honestly, it will positively affect on social progress of country and social world. 

 

2. Getteng (Objectivity): 

Getteng is consistent, objective and independent in auditors ethics code and existing theories are common. 

In Bugis language, getteng is what nature of maintaining one's beliefs and those beliefs are not odds with truth. 

Auditor world also need to determine the nature and decisions on audit report. An auditor must be objective and 

independent in issuing the audit report. Auditor does not influenced by outsiders who can change the outcome of 

audit. Consistent in Bugis ethnic has been implanted through customs (cultural system). These values influence 

and strengthen the auditors ethics, especially those who have a Bugis background. 

 

3. Ada tongengg (truth): 

Ada tongengg is created from two key properties. Both of these properties are lempu (integrity), and getteng 

(consistent). Only by upholding honesty and maintain it consistently, without being influenced by others to 

change what has been decided, the truth can be established. 

 

4. Amac’cang (competence): 

is the level of values inherent in Bugis culture system. This value is highly prioritized, because the value is 

a prerequisite to increase the social status in society. They will feel embarrassed when the child is stupid. On 

this basis, amac’cang very emphasized in Bugis. Amac’cang does not only mean smart, but intellectual and 

scientist. Auditors a always deepen the scientific fields owned and provide contribution on problems arising in 

field of expertise. Between culture -amac’cang, competent, intelligent, and scholars in auditors ethics code and 

existing theories have in common. Because of its similarity so that they affect each other and strengthen the 

auditors ethics, especially those who have a Bugis background. 

 

5. Asitinajang (professional): 

Asitinajang cultural, professional, and propriety in auditors ethics code and existing theories have a 

common. Asitinajang in Bugis culture is a value to oblige Bugis society in order to behave in a reasonable 

looking at things, treat people good, too professional in their work. This means that in doing the work should be 

in accordance with expertise and resources they have, because it can result in failure of what was done. 

 

6. Warani (courage): 

Courage is needed in decision-making and determination of audit report. Sometimes there are several 

factors to affect the determination of audit report. The example is interference from third parties, which have a 

stake in outcome of audit, also the influence of outside parties that could affect an auditor independence.  
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Courage is also one concept co create Siri’ in Bugis culture system. The nature of courage must be owned 

by everyone, especially the Bugis. This courage nature is instilled to every Bugis society. So that these 

properties are inherent in Bugis and carried to the work world, and therefore the auditor of Bugis ethnics have 

this trait in him. It has significant implications for his courage to take and making a decision. What needs to be 

understood is the courage in which there is affection, mutual respect, and therefore has the strategies and 

considerations in exposing a fraud. It is not blind courage without calculation and strategy. 

 

7. Reso (effort): 

Reso value  in Bugis culture is needed in audit profession. Given the complexity of getting ahead in 

business transactions, followed by an increase in fraud by parties who are not responsible to cover deviations 

related to financial reporting. Reso or hard work in uncovering the irregularities is most needed by auditors. 

They work energetically, without despair to explore and strengthen the audit evidence in order to produce a 

correct decision and in accordance with the fact.  

This is central value of Bugis, as way of life that full of obstacles. Reso in Bugis already invested by each 

parent to their children, do not depend on others, can live independently in their lives. That's why this value is so 

strong inherent in Bugis society. From the interviews, that this value is very significant to affect and 

strengthening the establishment of auditor Bugis in working with passion and never desperate to produce a 

complete audit report, accompanied by strong evidence. 

 

C. Auditor Ethics: 

Codes of ethics are values, norms, or rules to regulate moral behavior of a profession through written 

provisions that must be met and adhered to every member of profession. Auditors have some code of conduct 

that should be adhered. Among them are integrity, objectivity, competence, and professional. As has been 

discussed by researchers, auditors ethics code and Bugis culture systems have a common, as shown in Figure 4. 

The similarities between the code of conduct and Auditor ethics Bugis ethnics are mutually influencing and 

strengthening the auditors ethics, especially those who have a Bugis ethnic background. 

The study findings show the new formulation of auditors ethics code. Researchers say it as ethical auditor 

of Bugis ethnics. This is a local formulation and does not conflict with professional standards of public 

accountants (SPAP) or the auditors ethics code. It has a similarity with code of conduct, Bugis culture systems 

also have a different value from the auditors ethics code. Researchers see that ada tongeng values (truth), 

warani (courage), and reso (business) is very important for auditor independence in issuing an opinion on audit 

report. These values shows significant effects on auditor independence to issue an opinion on audit report. 

  

Conclusions And Suggestions: 

A. Conclusions: 

1. Auditor ethics of Bugis ethnics can strengthen auditor independence in issuing an opinion on audit 

report. 

2. Bugis culture, in this case the cultural systems (customs), significantly strengthen the auditors ethics. 

3. Environment and background of an auditor also influence the auditor ethics to do the examination. 

4. In addition to the institutions role, awareness of each auditor is expected to improve the auditors ethics 

code. 

5. Advances in information technology also create more complex business transactions. It  requires 

auditors to continue to improve their capacity in order to answer the challenge. 

 

B. Suggestions: 

1. The related institutions, especially the Indonesian Institute of Accountants (IAI) and Association of 

Indonesia Public Accountants (Certified), should make regulations based on territorial basis which does not 

conflict with auditors ethics code generally accepted (SPAP). 

2. Further research should reproduce more respondents and reinforces the theory to strengthen the 

research results and could examine the same thing with different variables, such as the auditors ethics with 

religious values. 

3. Further researchers should examine the influence of Bugis culture in determining the outcome of audit. 
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